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Quiz-1

 1. What kind of animal is a grunt?

 a. Elephant       b. Monkey     

 c. Fish        d. Dog       

 2. How much food does an adult giraffe eat, in kilograms, each day?

 a. 65        b. 22      

 c. 89        d. None of these    

 3. Which of the following animal is a carnivore?

 a. Goat        b. Tiger       

 c. Cow        d. Worm       

 4. Which of the following are known as the feathered animals?

 a. Mammals       b. Reptiles      

 c. Birds        d. Amphibians    

 5. How many body parts does an insect have?

 a. 3        b. 7       

 c. 5        d. 9       

 6. How many toes does a dog have?

 a. 5        b. 9      

 c. 4        d. 6       

 7. What kind of animal is a kite?

 a. Tiger        b. Elephant      

 c. Bird        d. None of these    

 8. Which type of animal is a Labrador?

 a. Cat         b. Dog       

 c. Fish        d. Rat        

 9. Which animal is not colour blind?   

 a. Dolphin      b. Monkey     

 c. Bat        d. Bull       

 10. What is the largest number of eggs a bobwhite quail (Colinus 
virginianus) can lay?

Quiz Book
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 a. 27        b. 28        

 c. 12        d. 10      

Quiz-2

 1. What is the part of the plant that uses light to make food?

 a. Leaves        b. Stem      

 c. Roots        d. Flowers     

 2. This part hold the plant in the ground and takes water from the soil.

 a. Leaves        b. Stem       

 c. Flowers       d. Roots       

 3. ______________ are plant parts that make seeds. 

 a. Leaves        b. Flowers     

 c. Stems        d. Roots      

 4. Plants make food in a process called _____________

 a. Hydration       b. Reproduction     

 c. Photosynthesis     d. Germination   

 5. Which is the common colour of leaves? 

 a. Pink        b. Yellow      

 c. Green        d. Orange     

 6. A _____________ is the structure where a plant makes food. 

 a. Leaf        b. Stem      

 c. Root        d. Flower      

 7. Which gas is released by plants? 

 a. Oxygen       b. Hydrogen     

 c. Nitrogen       d. Neon      

 8. Which gas is taken by plants? 

 a. Hydrogen       b. Nitrogen     

 c. Carbon dioxide     d. Oxygen     

 9. Green plants make their own food using the energy from the 

 a. Sun        b. Soil      

 c. Air         d. Water      
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 10. What is the colour of sunflower plant?

 a. Yellow        b. White      

 c. Blue       d. Purple     

Quiz-3

 1. Which planet is nearest to the earth?

 a. Mercury       b. Venus       

 c. Mars         d. Saturn     

 2. Maximum gas present in the atmosphere is

 a. Nitrogen       b. Oxygen      

 c. Hydrogen       d. Carbon dioxide    

 3. What is moon?

 a. Star        b. Planet       

 c. Asteroid       d. Satellite      

 4. How many planets are currently in our solar system?

 a. 8         b. 9       

 c. 7        d. 6        

 5. Which is the biggest planet in our solar system?

 a. Jupiter        b. Mars      

 c. Venus        d. Pluto      

 6. What is the name of the closest star to the earth?

 a. Sun        b. Vega      

 c. Rigel        d. Altair      

 7. What is the full form of CPU?

 a. Central processing unit   b. Country past unit    

 c. Central pass united    d. None of these    

 8. An instrument to measure temperature is called __________.

 a. Hydrometer      b. Thermometer     

 c. Gyrometer       d. Tempometer     

 9. The seventh planet from the sun is:

 a. Earth        b. Uranus      

 c. Mars        d. Jupiter       
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 10. Total number of bones in the human body is ______.

 a. 206        b. 330       

 c. 195        d. 220       

Quiz-4

 1. Which country has the second largest population in the world?

 a. India        b. Pakistan      

 c. China        d. America      

 2. How many oceans are there in the world?

 a. 4         b. 6      

 c. 3         d. 5        

 3. How many countries are there in the world?

 a. 131        b. 136      

 c. 195        d. 155      

 4. Which of the following is the largest country in the world?

 a. Russia        b. Japan      

 c. China        d. USA      

 5. Which of the following is one of the Seven Wonders of the World? 

 a. Taj mahal       b. Red fort     

 c. Statue of liberty     d. None of these   

 6. Which of the following dish belongs to Italy?

 a. Pizza        b. Burger      

 c. Dosa        d. Pasta      

 7.  What is the name of largest hot desert in the world?

 a. Arabian       b. Sahara Desert    

 c. Thar Desert      d. Mojave Desert    

 8. Which of the following is the highest waterfall in the world? 

 a. Angel Falls       b. Victoria Falls   

 c. Niagara Falls      d. Iguazu Falls    

 9. Which is the largest ocean in the world? 

 a. Pacific ocean      b. Indian ocean    

 c. Southern ocean     d. Arctic ocean    
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 10. Which is the largest river in the world?

 a. Nile river       b. Amazon river     

 c. Yangtze river      d. Mekong river     

Quiz-5

 1. How many states are there in India?

 a. 14        b. 16      

 c. 25        d. 29      

 2. Where is Golden Temple?

 a. Kerala        b. Gujarat     

 c. Amritsar       d. None of these    

 3. Where is Hawa Mahal located?

 a. Jaipur        b. Delhi      

 c. Gujarat       d. Haryana    

 4. Which is the longest river of India?

 a. Ganga        b. Yamuna     

 c. Sara Swati       d. None of these    

 5.  How many official languages are there in India?

 a. 22        b. 27      

 c. 25        d. None of these   

 6. Who killed Meghnad in Ramanaya?

 a. Ram        b. Hanuman      

 c. Laxman       d. None of these    

 7. Who is the current Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh?

 a. Yogi Adityanath    b. Raj Nath Singh    

 c. Arun Jaitley.     d. Sushma Swaraj   

 8. How many vowels are there in Hindi Alphabets?

 a. 11        b. 15      

 c. 12        d. 10      

 9. The National Anthem was first sung in the year

 a. 1911       b. 1913     

 c. 1936       d. 1945     
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 10. The National Song of India was composed by

 a. Bankim Chandra Chatterji   

 b. Rabindranath Tagore    

 c. Iqbal        

 d. Jai Shankar Prasad     

Quiz-6

 1. Sania Mirza plays which sport?

 a. Tennis        b. Cricket      

 c. Baseball       d. Basketball     

 2. A player whose speciality is batting ______________________.

 a. Batsman       b. Bowler      

 c. Umpire       d. Captain     

 3. In this game, the ball is hit with a stick to put it in the hole. 

 a. Golf        b. Hockey     

 c. Table tennis      d. Cricket      

 4. Runner is related to which game?

 a. Football       b. Kho-kho     

 c. Cricket        d. None of these    

 5. How many goals are scored if a player hits a hat-trick?

 a. Three       b. Two      

 c. Four        d. None of these     

 6. What do players hit in the game of badminton?

 a. Tennis Ball       b. Football     

 c. Shuttlecock     d. None of these    

 7. In which sport can you get a ‘hole in one’?

 a. Badminton       b. Football     

 c. Cricket        d. Golf      

 8. Tennis uses what objects?

 a. A bat and a ball     b. A ball      

 c. A stick and a puck     d. A raquet and a ball   
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 9. Which of the following is an indoor game?

 a. Chess       b. Badminton      

 c. Cricket        d. Football     

 10. Name the game in which we do not use hand. 

 a. Cricket        b. Tennis      

 c. Chess        d. Football     

Quiz-7

 1. Which of the following is the author of the famous Harry Potter 
series?

 a. Mahatma Gandhi     b. J.K. Rowling     

 c. Mark twain       d. Ross Poldark     

 2. Karan always _______________ late in the computer lab. 

 a. Come        b. Came       

 c. Comes       d. Comed       

 3. Ram can eat fast-food ____________ not lunch. 

 a.  Because       b.  But      

 c.  Always       d.  Unless       

 4. What do we call a person who write poem?

 a. Author        b. Poet       

 c. Actor        d. Director      

 5. What do we call a person who write the book?

 a. Poet        b. Author       

 c. Actor        d. Director      

 6. The truck is _____________ than car. 

 a. Heaviest       b. Biggest     

 c. Big         d. Bigger       

 7. What is the antonym of big?

 a. Little        b. Pickle       

 c. Elephant       d. Large       

 8. What is the synonym of make?

 a. Jump        b. Loud       
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ANSWERS
Aptitude Test 1
1. b 2. c 3. d 4. a 5. c 6. b

Aptitude Test 2
1. c 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. b 8. c 9. b

Aptitude Test 3
1. a 2. b 3. c 4. d 5. b 6. c 7. a 8. b 9. a

Aptitude Test 4
1. a 2. b 3. b 4. b 5. d

Aptitude Test 5
1. c 2. a 3. b 4. c 5. d 6. d 7. a 8. d

Aptitude Test 6
1. c 2. b 3. a 4. b 5. a 6. b 7. b

Aptitude Test 7
1. b 2. a 3. b 4. a 5. d 6. b 7. c

 c. Build        d. Nail       

 9. Which of the following word is similar to yell?

 a. Tell        b. Brother     

 c. See        d. Shout       

 10. What is the plural form of knife?

 a. Knives        b. Nifes      

 c. Nives        d. Knifes     


